Gateway To Space

ASEN 1400 / ASTR 2500

Class #34

Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Today:

- Last Class!
- Final Presentations Recap
- Announcements
- Team Videos
- Reflections
- Carpe Diem
Final Presentation Recap:

- All were very good

- Reviewers

- Come a long way...
Team 1: I.C.A.R.U.S.
Team 1: I.C.A.R.U.S.
Team 1: I.C.A.R.U.S.
Team 2: Team Science!
Expo Recap:

Team Science!
Final Presentation

Nicholas Angelopoulos, Cooper Benson, Katelyn Dudley, Bridger Johnson, Kayla McBride, Brooke Phillips, Christopher Rouw, Brandon Wissler

Program 2: PrizeCARSS
December 2013
Team 3: High Flyerz
Expo Recap:

HIGH FLYERS

FINAL PRESENTATION

BLAKE BELLANO, ALEX BERTI,
AARON SONIS, DAN POPOVIC, TRACIE
GRIF, MICHAEL, DAN POPOVIC, TRACIE
TOSO, AND AMANDA TURK

TOSO, AND AMANDA TURK

Expo Recap:

HIGH FLYERS

FINAL PRESENTATION

BLAKE BELLANO, ALEX BERTI,
AARON SONIS, DAN POPOVIC, TRACIE
GRIF, MICHAEL, DAN POPOVIC, TRACIE
TOSO, AND AMANDA TURK

TOSO, AND AMANDA TURK
Expo Recap:

Team America

Final Presentation 10/13

[Names of team members]

[Image of a group of people standing in front of a presentation screen]
Team 5: Team Jar Jar Binx
Expo Recap:

Team 5: Team Jar Jar Binx
Team 6: Team Valkyrie
Expo Recap:

Team Valkyrie

Final Presentation

Devin Crotthey, James Brobst, Adam Heaton, Christian Kim
Apperson, Noah Guillard, Kyle Sotebeer, Chihsin Yang
Team 7: Team Heavyweight
Expo Recap:

Team 7: Team Heavyweight (no attachment)
Expo Recap:

Team 7: Team Heavyweight
Team 8: Apollo’s Arrow
Wordle from Comments Last Year:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Final Exam Update:

- No Final Exam

- Grade will be based on 92 Points instead of 100

- There will be an optional Extra Credit Exam from 2:00 to ~3:30 PM on December 16, 2013 in the DLC 1B70 (where we soldered)

- Bring something to write with and DO NOT STUDY
Final Grades:

- Final Grades by Thursday 5 PM
- Homework 9s are still not graded
- DD Rev D will be graded next week
- Homework 10 graded next week
- Sick or excused absences…
Announcements:

- Final Team Evals due now

- Class Surveys due now (end of class OK), please give forms to Chris Rouw

- Community Service due Friday by 3 PM

- Final Reports (Design Document Rev D) 1:30 PM December 16, 2013

- Hardware turn in is at end of class today
Announcements:

- Space Grant Holiday Party tomorrow from 4 to 6 ish with Santa
- RSVP today via email
Reflections

Click for a look back video
Click for a look back slides

Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Final Word

You’ll Never...
Carpe Diem

Colorado Space Grant Consortium